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Abstract

Periodic orbits of a third order ODE are topo-

logical knots. Using results from the theory of

branched 2-manifolds, we prove the existence of

simple ODEs whose periodic orbit set contains

every type of knot and collection of knots (link).

The construction depends on the dynamics near

certain con�gurations of Shil'nikov connections,

and can be applied to, among other things, a

model of a nonlinear electric circuit.

1 Introduction and Main Re-

sults

A knot is a simple closed curve in a three di-

mensional space. A collection of periodic or-

bits of a three dimensional ow forms a disjoint

union of knots, or a link, the topology of which

can illuminate the global structure of solutions

of the underlying di�erential equation. For ex-

ample, in [HW85, Hol86, Hol89], knot invariants

are used to study bifurcation sequences in which

\chaotic" ows having positive topological en-

tropy are created, by varying a parameter, from

simple ows supporting merely one or two peri-

odic orbits. As another example, certain types

of knots can force positive topological entropy in

a nonsingular ow [Mor78, Wad89]. Here, how-

ever, we are concerned rather with ODEs as ma-

chines for building interesting families of in�nite

links.

It is not di�cult to produce a simple ODE whose

periodic orbit set is in�nite: the well-known

Lorenz equations,

_x = �(y � x)

_y = �x� y � xz (1)

_z = ��z + xy;

will do. At certain parameter values, periodic

solutions to these equations form a link of in-

�nitely many components (though these are un-

stable and very di�cult to �nd!). See [GW79]

for an analysis of the similar \geometric" Lorenz

system or [MM95] for new results on Eqn. (1).

Many other systems which exhibit \chaotic" be-

havior have attractors �lled with in�nite collec-
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tions of unstable periodic orbits.

Two knots are said to be equivalent or of the

same knot type if one can smoothly deform one

knot to the other without cutting, as if one were

deforming a knotted loop of rope | a more pre-

cise de�nition would be that the two knots are

isotopic [Rol77]:

De�nition 1 Two subsets, A and B, of IRn

are isotopic if there exists a homeomorphism

� : IRn ! IRn such that �(A) = B.

Given an ODE, one generally wants to know

how many and which types of knots and links

are present. In [FW85], very general hypothe-

ses (e.g., positive topological entropy plus some

smoothness) are given under which a three di-

mensional ow must contain periodic orbits ex-

hibiting in�nitely many distinct knot types. It

follows that the solutions to (1), for certain pa-

rameter values, support an in�nite number of

distinct knot types. However, it must be noted

that not all types are necessarily present. For ex-

ample, the analysis of [BW83a] shows that only

a restricted class of knot types appear in the ge-

ometric Lorenz attractor.

Given the di�erential equation _x = f(x) for

x 2 IR3, we wish to answer the following basic

question:

Question 1 Can the periodic orbits of f contain

every type of knot?

In x2, we will review the basic tools of branched

2-manifolds (or templates) and relate Question 1

in this new setting to Conjecture 1, stated in x2,

which �rst appeared in [BW83b]. In x3 and x4,

we present some symbolic tools and outline the

resolution of Conjecture 1, the details of which

will appear in [Ghr95]. In x5, we apply our re-

sults on branched 2-manifolds to ODEs which

support a particular type of global connections,

�rst studied by Shil'nikov [Shi65, Shi70]. This

will allow us to derive our main results:

Theorem 1 There exists an open set U in the

space of C1 vector �elds on IR3 such that the

periodic orbit set of each vector �eld f 2 U con-

tains representatives from every knot and link

isotopy class.

We also provide a speci�c example:

Theorem 2 There exists an open set of param-

eters � 2 [6:5; 10:5] for which periodic solutions

to the di�erential equation

_x = 7[y � �(x)];

_y = x� y + z;

_z = ��y; (2)

�(x) =
2

7
x�

3

14
[jx+ 1j � jx� 1j] ;

contain representatives from every knot and link

equivalence class.

Theorem 1 can be interpreted as a knot-theoretic

analogue to the existence of ODEs with com-

plicated dynamics which are nevertheless struc-

turally stable. Theorem 2 is a simple example

of an equation, originally due to Chua et al.

[CKM86], which supports a certain type of ho-

moclinic connection. This sort of connection,

�rst studied by Shil'nikov [Shi65, Shi70], pro-

vides the important link between the topological

results on branched 2-manifolds of x4 and phys-

ically relevant di�erential equations. A more

detailed analysis of the template structure near

Shil'nikov connections is given in the Appendix.

Throughout this paper, we restrict attention to

the class of tame knots and links; that is, those

simple closed curves which are isotopic to sim-

ple closed polygons in IR3 [Rol77, BZ85]. This

excludes in�nitely iterated structures such as

solenoids or wild knots. On the other hand, us-

ing a �nitely iterated structure will be seen in x4

to be vital to our results.

2 Templates for Flows
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FIGURE 1: The Lorenz template

When investigating a third-order ODE numeri-

cally, one often �nds an apparent attractor, onto

which the dynamics rapidly collapses. For ex-

ample, Lorenz [Lor63] noted the structure of the

attractor for Eqn. (1): it appears to be a two-

sheeted surface on which there is a unidirectional

ow about each \strip" (cf. Fig. 1). This notion

of a multi-sheeted surface was made precise by

Williams in the late seventies [Wil74, Wil79] and

later named a template.

De�nition 2 A template (also known as a

knotholder) is a compact branched two-manifold

�tted with a smooth expansive semiow and built

from a �nite number of joining and splitting

charts, as in Fig. 2.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 2: (a) joining and (b) splitting charts

The Lorenz template, L, displayed in Fig. 1,

is the simplest nontrivial example of a template.

The dynamics on a template is a \semiow" since

it only goes one way and is not reversible like a

true ow. Note also that the semiow is \over-

owing" through the gap in the branch line; how-

ever, since no periodic orbits (i.e., knots) can

ever leave the template, we are not concerned

with this condition (cf. orbits which exit a Smale

horseshoe after a �nite number of iterates). As

such, we will \cut back" the overowing seg-

ment of a splitting chart along the semiow un-

til reaching the branch line (see Fig. 3). This

will produce an equivalent template composed

of \strips" connecting the branch lines. The ex-

pansivity condition refers to the fact that nearby

orbits must eventually separate. Of course, one

may construct templates which are a good deal

more complicated than L | we will in fact do

so shortly.

FIGURE 3: Equivalent templates

The connection between templates and ODEs is

expressed in the Template Theorem of Birman

and Williams:

Theorem 3 (Birman and Williams, 1983)

Given a ow on a three-manifold having a hy-

perbolic chain-recurrent set (i.e., Axiom A plus

no-cycle), the periodic orbits are in one-to-one

correspondence with the periodic orbits on a par-

ticular template (with at most two exceptions).

On any �nite sublink, this correspondence is via

isotopy.

The interested reader may consult [Bow78,

Sma67, GH83] for de�nitions and [BW83b,

GHS95] for the proof of this important result.

The hypothesis is essentially one of hyperbolic-

ity: there must exist uniformly contracting and

expanding directions along the entirety of the dy-

namically relevant subset of the ow. The tem-

plate is formed by identifying all orbits which

share the same asymptotic future. That is, one
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collapses out along the stable direction along

the original ow, transforming the ow on a

three-dimensional manifold to a semiow on a

branched two-dimensional manifold. Occasion-

ally, one must modify the ow before collaps-

ing, giving rise to at most two �ctitious orbits

[BW83b]. None of the templates appearing in

this work will require any such modi�cation.

f

FIGURE 4: The Smale horseshoe map

We give an example of this procedure, which

appeared �rst in the analysis of Holmes and

Williams [HW85] (see also [Hol86, Hol89, GH93,

GHS95]): the suspended Smale horseshoe. Let

f : D2 ! D2 be the standard horseshoe map act-

ing on a 2-disc (see Fig. 4). The suspension of

this map involves identifying a point x 2 D2 with

its image f(x) in distinct copy of D2 and plac-

ing a translation ow \in between" the two discs.

This suspension now gives a ow on a solid torus

D2 � S1 which has f as a Poincar�e map. Horse-

shoes arise naturally in Poincar�e maps of certain

relevant systems such as periodically forced os-

cillators, whose phase spaces are D2 � S1. The

horseshoe is a hyperbolic map with stable and

unstable directions which are, respectively, hor-

izontal and vertical (note Fig. 4). Hence, we

may collapse out the stable directions to obtain

a template H: the horseshoe template.

Fig. 5 illustrates the reduction to H. The reader

will note that H is similar to the Lorenz tem-

plate L except for a half-twist along the right-

most strip. The addition of the single twist radi-

identify

FIGURE 5: The suspended horseshoe reduced

to a template

cally a�ects the types of knots which are present

[HW85].

Given a template T , one wants to �nd what

types of knots live on T . This is by no

means a simple task, but it is a great deal

easier than working in the unreduced three-

dimensional ow. In their original work on tem-

plates, Birman and Williams posed the follow-

ing conjecture, which is the template version of

Question 1:

Conjecture 1 (Birman and Williams, 1983)

There does not exist an embedded template which

supports all knot types as periodic orbits of the

semiow: i.e., a universal template.

After partial results were obtained by M. Sulli-

van [Sul94], this conjecture was resolved in the

negative by Ghrist [Ghr95]. In x4 we will present

a rough idea of the proof in order to explain

the techniques, which are applicable to other

templates which are derived from ODEs. In x5
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we will show that the universal template con-

structed in x4 appears near symmetric spiral con-

nections of Shil'nikov type, thereby proving The-

orems 1 and 2.

3 Symbolic Structures for

Templates and Renormaliza-

tions

Our primary tools for working with tem-

plates are symbolic dynamics [Bow78, GH83]

and kneading theory for one-dimensional maps

[MT77, Wil79, Wil77]. Given a template T ,

there are a �nite number of one-dimensional

branch lines f`j : j = 1::Mg and a �nite number

of two-dimensional strips fxi : i = 1::N � 2Mg

connecting these in the appropriate manner. Un-

der this labeling scheme, each orbit which re-

mains on T has associated to it a unique semi-

in�nite sequence in the xi-symbols speci�ed by

the order in which the orbit traverses the various

strips. Alternatively, one can associate the xi-

symbols to the subsets of the branch lines from

which the strips emanate: then, these branch

segments fx1; : : : ; xNg form a Markov partition

for the one-dimensional return maps induced by

the semiow on the branch lines. These symbol

sequences are denoted itineraries, and the collec-

tion of all itineraries for T is the itinerary space,

�T = fa = a0a1a2 : : : : (3)

a is an itinerary of an orbit on T g

� fx1; x2; : : : ; xNg
ZZ+ :

The dynamics on the template are captured sym-

bolically by the action of the shift operator:

�(a0a1a2a3 : : :) = a1a2a3 : : : : (4)

Not every possible string of symbol sequences

may appear in a given template, since there may

be restrictions on where one can travel. These

are expressed in an N by N transition matrix,

AT , where

AT (i; j) =

(
0 : 9= a strip from xi to xj
1 : 9 a strip from xi to xj

:

(5)

An itinerary is said to be admissible with respect

toAT if the symbol sequence a0 : : :aiai+1 : : : sat-

is�es

A(ai; ai+1) = 1 8i: (6)

Lemma 1 Given a template T with Markov

partition fxi : i = 1::Ng and transition matrix

AT , the set of all admissible sequences under AT
is precisely �T .

Proof: this correspondence is identical to the de-

scription of hyperbolic sets via Markov partitions

and subshifts of �nite type [Bow78, GH83]. 2

A fair amount of information about a template

can be stored in symbolic form. For exam-

ple, we can easily specify all the boundary com-

ponents of a template. One other tool which

helps to describe a template has connections

with the kneading theory ofMilnor and Thurston

[MT77, Wil79, Wil77]. In essence, we wish to

place a coordinate system on each branch line

`j and then order itineraries in such a way as

to accurately reect their \physical" ordering of

points on each `j .

This procedure is simplest for orientable tem-

plates: let T be an orientable template with

Markov partition fx1; : : : ; xNg and branch lines

f`1; : : : ; `Mg. Choose an orientation on each

`j so that all the branch segments xi on `j
have an induced ordering, denoted < . Then,

given two itineraries in �T which commence

from the same branch line, one orders them lex-

icographically with respect to < . For nonori-

entable templates, like H, the matter requires a

bit more bookkeeping, but is nonetheless well-

de�ned [HW85, Hol89, GH93]. All of the tem-

plates appearing in this section and in x4 will be

orientable.
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x1 x2

x3 x4

FIGURE 6: The template V

An example will best serve to illustrate the sym-

bolic descriptions. Let V denote the template

of Fig. 6, out�tted with the Markov partition

fxi : i = 1::4g as shown. The ordering < is

chosen on the branch lines to be

V
`1 : x1 < x2
`2 : x3 < x4

: (7)

Now a lexicographic ordering on �V gives

the appropriate ordering of orbits. Example:

x21x2x3x4 : : : < x1x2x3x4 < x1x2x4 : : :. In addi-

tion, we can specify the boundary of V , @(V), as

the left (@`) and right (@r) endpoints under < of

all itineraries commencing with each xi: that is,

the left and right edges of each xi strip,

@(V) =
n
@`i ; @

r
i : i = 1::4

o
(8)

@`1(V) = (x1)
1 @r1(V) = x1 (x2x4)

1

@`2(V) = x2 (x3)
1 @r2(V) = (x2x4)

1

@`3(V) = (x3)
1 @r3(V) = x3 (x4x2)

1

@`4(V) = x4 (x1)
1 @r4(V) = (x4x2)

1

:

Given a symbolic description of a template T

and its orbits, we wish to address the question

of which types of knots T supports. Of neces-

sity, this will require the examination of peri-

odic orbits whose periods are arbitrarily large: a

daunting task given only pencil, paper, and �-

nite visual skills. We use two constructions to

assist in this task. The �rst is the notion of a

subtemplate, �rst introduced in the study of the

horseshoe template H by Holmes [Hol89]:

De�nition 3 A subtemplate S � T of a tem-

plate T is a topological subset of T which, with

the restriction of the semiow of T , satis�es the

de�nition of a template (De�nition 2).

FIGURE 7: A subtemplate of L

A subtemplate of the Lorenz template L is pic-

tured in Fig. 7. When the subtemplate is cut

along the boundary and removed from L, it is

itself a template. Of course, one can construct

subtemplates which are very complicated. The

particular subtemplate of Fig. 7 is special in

that it is di�eomorphic to the original L (though

embedded di�erently). This suggests the second

key notion, that of a template renormalization:

De�nition 4 A template renormalization of a

template T is a map R : T ,! T taking orbits to

orbits which is a di�eomorphism onto its image.

The terminology for De�nition 4 derives from

the renormalization theory for one-dimensional

maps [Fei78, PTT87, GH83]. The branch lines

of T form a Poincar�e section for the semiow

which induce a set of coupled one-dimensional

return maps. The image of a template renor-

malization gives a renormalization of the return

maps in the sense that we have chosen distin-

guished subintervals of the branch lines [PTT87].

The image of a template renormalization is by

de�nition a subtemplate. The existence of a

template renormalization allows one to iterate
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the procedure, obtaining an increasingly compli-

cated sequence of embedded subtemplates, each

of which is di�eomorphic to the original. When

combined with the itinerary space �T , we can

reduce the construction of these subtemplates to

a simple action on the Markov partition:

Lemma 2 A template renormalization R :

T ,! T induces a map R : �T ,! �T whose

action is to inate each element of the Markov

partition fxi : i = 1::Ng to a �nite admissible

word fwi = w1w2 : : :wn(i) : i = 1::Ng in the

xi-symbols.

Proof: by De�nition 4, R maps the branch lines

of T into the branch lines of T . Hence, each strip

of T (corresponding to a symbol xi of the Markov

partition) is mapped to a �nite sequence of strips

in T , corresponding to a �nite admissible word

wi. 2

As an example, consider again the renormaliza-

tion L : L ,! L of Fig. 7. This map has the

following action on the Markov partition:

L : L ,! L

(
x1 7! x1
x2 7! x1x2

: (9)

The action of this map on any individual orbit

is easily calculated: e.g., L
�
x1x

2
2

�1
=
�
x21x

2
2

�1
.

Note that a template renormalizationR also has

a topological action since it takes knots to knots.

However, in so doing, it will typically change the

knot type. When this does not happen, we have

the following:

De�nition 5 An isotopic renormalization of an

embedded template T is a template renormaliza-

tion R such that R(T ) is isotopic to T : that is,

R : T ,! T extends to a di�eomorphism of R3.

An isotopic template renormalization preserves

the knot types of the individual orbits. We

will exploit isotopic template renormalizations

to specify arbitrarily complicated subtemplates

while retaining information about the knot types

of the individual orbits. Given the additional

symbolic data, all of these subtemplates have

nice coordinates within the space �T .

4 Universal Templates

The �rst example of an isotopic template renor-

malization was discovered by M. Sullivan:

Lemma 3 (M. Sullivan [Sul94]) The follow-

ing renormalization of V is isotopic:

D : V ,! V

8>>><
>>>:

x1 7! x1
x2 7! x1x2
x3 7! x3
x4 7! x3x4

: (10)

Proof: see Fig. 8. 2

FIGURE 8: The action of D

Hence, there exists an in�nite sequence of sub-

templates of V , each of which is isotopic to the

original. As shown in [Ghr95], there actually

exists an in�nite sequence of disjoint, unlinked

copies of V inside itself. As can be seen, this

behavior depends upon the existence of mixed
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crossings within the template V , where we give

a crossing a positive or negative sign according

to Fig. 9.

(+) (�)

FIGURE 9: The sign of a crossing

Even more surprising is the following result of

[Ghr95], the proof of which we outline here:

Theorem 4 The template V contains an iso-

topic copy of every knot and link as periodic or-

bits of the semiow.

Outline of proof:

Step 1: braids and the theorem of Alexander

FIGURE 10: The �gure-eight knot and its

braid form

We organize all knots and links into a manage-

able form via the use of closed braids. A closed

braid on P strands, b, is a collection of a �nite

number of disjoint simple closed curves placed in-

side of a standardly embedded solid torusD2�S1

such that every cross section D2�f�g intersects

b transversally in precisely P points. It is a the-

orem of Alexander [Ale23] that each knot or link

is isotopic to some closed braid on P strands for

some P : Fig. 10 gives an example, the �gure-

eight knot. There is an strong analogy between

the use of knot and link theory in the study of

ODEs and the use of braid theory in the study of

surface maps [Boy94, Boy84], the latter having

the advantage of an additional algebraic struc-

ture.

Step 2: the templates Wq

2q

FIGURE 11: The template Wq

Fig. 11 displays a member of a family of tem-

plates denoted fWqg for q a positive integer.

Note thatW1 is identically V and that increasing

q by one has the e�ect of adding two ears to one

side. Note that the ears alternate in sign: that

is, the way in which they cross over or under the

rest ofWq (cf. Fig. 9). In [Ghr95], the algebraic

structure of closed braids is used to establish the

following:

Lemma 4 Given any closed braid b, an isotopic

copy of b exists as a (set of) periodic orbit(s) on

some Wq for q su�ciently large.

The proof depends crucially upon the fact that

the ears of Wq alternate in their sign (as per

Fig. 9): whether they cross over or under the

remainder of the template. Then, one creates

crossings of either sign between arbitrary pairs

of strands yielding generators of the braid group.

Step 3: appending an ear

In order to build Wq+1 from Wq, one must \ap-

pend" a pair of ears in the appropriate place.

Our strategy is to start with a renormalized copy

of W1 � V (similar to the situation of Fig. 8)

and append a pair of ears to obtain W2, which
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is again renormalized, etc. Appending an ear

can be accomplished by the following procedure,

illustrated for a positive ear in Fig. 12:

S
S+

`1 `1

FIGURE 12: Appending an ear

Lemma 5 Given a subtemplate S � V which

does not contain the orbit (x1)
1 (resp. (x3)

1),

one can append an ear to the < -minimal interval

of S \ `1 (resp. `2), yielding a new subtemplate

S+.

Recall that `1 and `2 refer to the upper and lower

(resp.) branch lines of V .

Step 4: �nding Wq within V for all q > 0

This is by far the most di�cult step, for in order

to produceWq+1, we must �nd a copy ofWq � V

which avoids the orbits (x1)
1 and (x3)

1. This

is done by employing \deep" renormalizations of

V and carefully tracking the positions ofWq � V

via the < -coordinates in order to apply Lemma

5.

Proposition 1 The ination

H : V ,! V

8>>><
>>>:

x1 7! x2x
2
3x4x1(x2x4)

2x2x3x4x1
x2 7! x2x

2
3x4x1(x2x4)

3x2x3x4x1
x3 7! x2x

2
3x4x1x2x4

x4 7! x2x
2
3x4x1x2x4

;

(11)

takes V to H(V) isotopically such that S �

H(V) � V satis�es Lemma 5, permitting one to

append an ear near (x1)
1 along H(@`2(V))\ `1.

The renormalization H is derived in [Ghr95] from

a composition of simple renormalizations of V ,

each of whose topological action is via isotopy.

To show that the image of the boundary com-

ponent @`2(V) under H satis�es the conditions of

Lemma 5, one performs a series of calculations

using the < -ordering. A proposition very like

Proposition 1 also applies, allowing the addition

of an ear near (x3)
1 after a similar renormaliza-

tion H
�
.

To complete the proof thatWq � V for all q > 0,

we begin withW1 = V as a (trivial) subtemplate

of V , and iterate the following procedure q � 1

times:

1. Send V along with the subtemplate Wi into

V isotopically via H.

2. Append an ear to the subtemplate Wi near

(x1)
1, obtaining a new subtemplate W+

i .

3. Send V , and along with it the subtemplate

W+
i , into V isotopically via H�.

4. Append an ear to the subtemplateW+
i near

(x3)
1, obtaining a new subtemplate Wi+1.

One must carefully calculate that at each stage,

one adds the proper type of ear at the appro-

priate position. Because of the complexity of H,

the subtemplates Wq are impossible to visualize

| to appreciate this, the reader is encouraged to

attempt a picture of H(V) � V . The details of

this construction are contained in [Ghr95], and

a complete exposition of the symbolic methods

will be given in [GHS95].

Given any knot or link, we can by Step 1 iso-

tope it to a closed braid. According to Step 2,

this closed braid appears on the templateWq for

some q. Finally, since, by Step 4, Wq is a sub-

template of V for any q, we conclude that the

knot or link lives on V . In fact, coupled with

the remark following Lemma 3, we have proved

that V contains in�nitely many isotopic copies of

every knot and link. 2

Theorem 4 resolves Conjecture 1 in the negative

and is an interesting result from the point of view
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of pure topology. However, our present concern

is to use this result to comment on the topolog-

ical structures which exist within simple vector

�elds on IR3.

5 Spiral Connections

To construct a template for a ow is a rel-

atively di�cult undertaking: given a generic

ODE exhibiting complicated behavior, there is

no way of knowing a priori whether a tem-

plate for the attractor exists, much less what

its structure might be. Templates have of late

have appeared in a number of papers on time-

series analysis, in which an attractor is approxi-

mated by a template in a rather ad hoc fashion

[MSN+91, Tuf94, KDTC94]. While this is use-

ful in predicting what sorts of knots may appear

within a ow, there is no guarantee that such

knots actually exist. Hence, if we wish to con-

clude the existence of a universal template within

a ow, we must be careful to satisfy the require-

ments of Theorem 3.

We recall a construction, originally due to L. P.

Shil'nikov, which will allow us to conclude the

existence of templates embedded within the at-

tractor for certain simple ows on IR3. The fol-

lowing theorem was �rst proven by Shil'nikov

[Shi65, Shi70], with extensions and repetitions

later in [Tre84] and elsewhere. A number of text-

books also contain these results along with proofs

[GH83, Wig88, Wig90].

Theorem 5 (L. P. Shil'nikov) Let _x = f(x)

for x 2 IR3 be a third order ODE which satis�es

the following two conditions:

1. There exists a �xed point p for the vector

�eld, and the linearization Df jp at p has

eigenvalues f��s � !i; �ug, with

�u > �s > 0 ! 6= 0: (12)

2. There exists a solution of the ow �t which

is homoclinic at p. That is, limt!�1 �t =

p. In addition, � must be bounded away

from all other �xed points.

Then, there exists a countable in�nity of sus-

pended Smale horseshoes in the ow in an arbi-

trarily small tubular neighborhood of the homo-

clinic orbit �. Under a small C1 perturbation,

�nitely many of these horseshoes remain.

The proof of Theorem 5 involves constructing

Poincar�e sections transversal to � near the �xed

point p and linearizing the ow near p and along

� to obtain approximate return maps. The

horseshoes are constructed by owing pairs of

boxes near p and then along �. This procedure

is outlined in further detail in the Appendix.

The entire ow near � does not satisfy the hyper-

bolicity requirements of Theorem 3: moreover,

there are numerous features of the dynamics and

(especially) bifurcations of ows near such orbits

that are currently unknown. However, the indi-

vidual horseshoes implied by Theorem 5 are hy-

perbolic, and if we restrict our attention to any

such subset of the ow, we may justi�ably em-

ploy Theorem 3 to obtain a template which cap-

tures a portion of the ow: that is, orbits on the

embedded horseshoe templates are in one-to-one

isotopic correspondence with a proper subset of

orbits in the ow near �.

In the Appendix, we present a \catalogue"

of templates which arise from these suspended

horseshoes near a Shil'nikov homoclinic orbit.

While it is not possible to completely clas-

sify the knot and link types of all the orbits

which live within the nearby horseshoes, cer-

tain facts from the study of the standard horse-

shoe template H (as it appears in x2) carry over

[HW85, GH93, GHS95].

We now consider a slightly di�erent scenario in

which the di�erential equation _x = f(x) also has
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a symmetry of one of the following forms:

	 :
(x; y; z) 7! (�x;�y;�z)

(x; y; z) 7! (�x;�y; z)
: (13)

Such symmetries are not at all uncommon: the

Lorenz system exhibits the second symmetry

above [Lor63, GH83]. Now consider a system

which has a �xed point, p, satisfying the eigen-

value condition of Eqn. (12) and which has an

orbit � which tends to p in negative time and to

	(p) in positive time. The system will then take

on the appearance of Fig. 13, displaying either a

pair of homoclinic spirals at p = 	(p), or a spiral

heteroclinic cycle between p and 	(p) 6= p.

FIGURE 13: Three symmetric homoclinic con-

�gurations

Such situations appear in a variety of systems of

physical relevance: in models of electric circuits

[CKM86, KRC93], in a model of ow through ar-

ticulated pipes [Cha93], in a model of simple res-

onance among three coupled oscillators [Wic93],

in the Lorenz equations for certain \nonstan-

dard" parameter values [GS86], and in numerous

other systems. The standard techniques of using

cross sections to construct approximate Poincar�e

maps has been applied to the con�gurations of

Fig. 13 [GS86, Hol80, BC92], with predictable

results, which we restate in a form that suits our

purpose:

Theorem 6 Let _x = f(x) for x 2 IR3 be a third

order ODE which satis�es the following three

conditions:

C1 There exists a �xed point p for the vector

�eld, and the linearization Df jp at p has

eigenvalues f��s � !i; �ug, with

�u > �s > 0 ! 6= 0: (14)

C2 f respects one of the symmetries of Eqn.

(13).

C3 There exists a solution of the ow �t for

which limt!�1 �t = p, and limt!+1 �t =

	(p)

Then, there exists a countable in�nity of coupled

suspended Smale horseshoes (illustrated in Fig.

14) in the ow in arbitrarily small tubular neigh-

borhoods of the connections � and 	(�). Under

a small C1 perturbation, �nitely many of these

coupled horseshoes remain.

FIGURE 14: The coupled horseshoe map

In order to derive the templates corresponding to

these coupled horseshoes, one must be mindful of

the exact suspension of the horseshoes. This im-

plies that local information about the ow near

p and global information about the ow along �

must be taken into account. For example, the
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twist of the homoclinic orbit � outside a neigh-

borhood of p a�ects the template which is de-

rived in the case of a single homoclinic connec-

tion. However, because of the symmetry 	, any

aberrations due to twisting e�ects cancel: twist-

ing a ribbon once to the left then once to the

right undoes any twisting. In the Appendix, we

give a detailed construction of this procedure, in

order to conclude the following:

Proposition 2 Given _x = f(x) satisfying the

three requirements of Theorem 6 along with a

fourth:

C4 Either the homoclinic orbits � and 	(�)

form a pair of unknotted, unlinked loops

joined at p, or the heteroclinic cycle formed

by � and 	(�) is an unknotted loop (as in

Fig. 13).

Then, there exist a countable in�nity of disjoint

templates embedded in a tubular neighborhood of

� [ 	(�), orbits of which are in one-to-one iso-

topic correspondence with a proper subset of so-

lutions to _x = f(x). Each of these templates is

isotopic to the template Z in Fig. 15, and �nitely

many of these templates remain valid under a

small C1 perturbation.

identify

FIGURE 15: The template Z

By examining the subtemplate structure of this

template, we will prove the following important

result:

Proposition 3 The template Z is universal: it

contains an isotopic copy of every knot and link.

Proof: thanks to Theorem 4, we simply need to

demonstrate that a subtemplate isotopic to V

is contained within Z . An ination on symbol

sequences I : �V ,! �Z generated by

I : V ,! Z

8>>><
>>>:

x1 7! x2x4
x2 7! x1
x3 7! x4x2
x4 7! x3

; (15)

de�nes a subtemplate which is isotopic to V , as

illustrated in Fig. 16. Note: the symbols xi in

the domain and range of I in Eqn. (15) have

di�erent meanings as they refer to Markov par-

titions of di�erent templates. The astute reader

will note that the images of the periodic or-

bits (x1)
1 and (x3)

1
2 V map to (x2x4)

1 =

(x4x2)
1 in Z : the same orbit. While this pre-

cludes the image of the ination (15) from being

di�eomorphic to the domain (as per De�nition

4), we may nevertheless disregard this anomaly

by \splitting" Z along (x2x4)
1 and proceeding

as usual. The orbit (x2x4)
1 is an unknot and

there are plenty of other unknots in the tem-

plate. 2

Corollary 1 Given a third order system _x =

f(x) which has a pair of symmetric Shil'nikov

connections (as per the four conditions C1-C4),

every knot and link type lives in an arbitrarily

small tubular neighborhood of the Shil'nikov con-

nections. This property persists under small C1

perturbations.

Proof: this follows from Propositions 2 and 3,

and the structural stability results of Theorem

6. 2

The second half of Corollary 1 implies the �rst

of our main results:
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FIGURE 16: V is a subtemplate of Z

Corollary 2 (Theorem 1) There exist open

sets in the space of C1 vector �elds on IR3 whose

periodic orbit set consists of representatives from

every link isotopy class.

The second of our main results follows from the

work of Chua et al. [CKM86]:

Corollary 3 (Theorem 2) There exists an

open set of parameters � 2 [6:5; 10:5] for which

periodic solutions to the di�erential equation

_x = 7[y � �(x)];

_y = x� y + z;

_z = ��y; (16)

�(x) =
2

7
x�

3

14
[jx+ 1j � jx� 1j] ;

contain representatives from every knot and link

equivalence class.

Proof: in [CKM86], it is shown that Eqn. (16)

satis�es the four requirements of Theorem 6 and

Proposition 2. Corollary 1 gives the result. 2

6 Conclusions

The results described in this paper are at once

fascinating and depressing. They are mathe-

matically exciting because they provide a tangi-

ble link between surprising phenomena in \pure"

topology and applied dynamical systems theory,

with their implication that simple ODEs model-

ing physical processes can rather naturally gen-

erate all knots and links. They suggest that (col-

lections of) structures of arbitrary global topo-

logical complexity can be produced by simple lo-

cal rules. If such structures in phase space can

be mapped into motions in physical space for the

devices modeled by these ODEs, then these �nd-

ings have deep implications for issues of design,

control and motion planning.

On the other hand, our results also suggest that

the vision developed in [HW85, Hol86, Hol89],

cf. [GH93]: that knot and link invariants are

useful for the study of orbit genealogies and bi-

furcation sequences in parameterized dynamical

systems, will be limited at best. If an in�nite

number of copies of all knot and link types can

occur simultaneously in a ow as ostensibly sim-

ple as the double spiral, then they would seem

unlikely to serve well as computable indicators

to determine di�erent bifurcation routes. We

know from the analytical and numerical work

of [GS84, GKN84] that the bifurcation structure

near Shil'nikov connections is horribly compli-

cated: our results can be interpreted as a topo-

logical version of this complexity.

However, here one should note an important dis-

tinction between the ows and templates dis-

cussed in the present paper and the \simple"

horseshoe and Lorenz templates of [BW83a] and

[HW85, Hol86, Hol89]. In the latter, all cross-

ings are of the same sign: positive, in the con-
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vention of Fig. 9. In contrast, the templates of

Figs. 6, 11, and 15, used in the present construc-

tions, contain both positive and negative cross-

ings. Crossings of one sign alone impose severe

restrictions on knot and link types, and, roughly

speaking, confer a certain \rigidity" on the ow.

An important ingredient in the universality proof

of x4 is the use of alternating positive and nega-

tive crossings in the ears appended toWq, which

permits one to produce arbitrary braid words.

This relative freedom appears essential: it also

plays a key rôle in M. Sullivan's construction of

composite knots with arbitrarily many compo-

nents [Sul94].

These observations suggest that braid, knot and

link structures and their invariants may provide

an alternative view of the topological complex-

ity of chaotic dynamical systems, to complement

such invariants as topological entropy. (In the

opposite direction, Los [Los94] has already sug-

gested the use of dynamical entropy as a knot in-

variant.) In particular, our present results reveal

the surprising structural richness that can result

from a particular embedding in phase space of

what has now become a canonical object in dy-

namical systems: Smale's horseshoe. They also

provide an interesting coda to the story of homo-

clinic bifurcations which L. P. Shil'nikov began

to tell some thirty years ago.
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A A Catalogue of Templates

for Spiral Connections

In this appendix, we will give a detailed account

of the templates used in the proof of Proposi-

tion 2. The template Z which is derived is but

one of an entire family of templates which ap-

pears near spiral Shil'nikov connections. As cer-

tain examples of these templates have begun to

be observed experimentally from time series data

[KDTC94], we feel it is useful to provide a cata-

logue of which structures occur.

We will begin with the simplest examples in

xA.1: namely, those appearing near a single

Shil'nikov homoclinic connection. Later, in xA.2,

we will examine more intricate families of tem-

plates which exist near symmetric Shil'nikov

connections. This analysis will establish the ex-

istence of the template Z , providing the comple-

tion of the proof of Proposition 2.

The \hard" calculations for such systems have

been published time and time again (see [Shi65,

Shi70] for the originals, [Tre84] for extensions

and repetitions and [GH83, Wig88, Wig90] for

textbook expositions). As such, we do not re-

iterate this portion of the analysis, but rather

rely on geometric constructions to establish the

global geometry of the dynamics near Shil'nikov

connections. In the next section, we will give a

brief outline of the associated analysis, for the

interested reader, based on the standard analy-

sis.

A.1 Single spiral connections

As in Theorem 5, we consider a ow with a

�xed point p whose linear spectrum has eigen-

values f��s � !i; �ug, with �u > �s > 0 and

! 6= 0. We also assume the existence of an

orbit �, homoclinic to p. The point p has a

one-dimensional unstable manifold Wu(p) and

a two-dimensional stable manifold W s(p), along

which � = W s(p) \ Wu(p) spirals into p. Re-

mark: we consider the case where Wu(p) is

one-dimensional, but our results apply equally

well for Wu(p) two-dimensional and W s(p) one-

dimensional, since this amounts to a reversal of

time which leaves periodic orbits invariant.

We are interested in understanding the dynamics

near �, and, as is standard, we choose Poincar�e
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��0

�1

W s(p)

�1

�0

�+
0

FIGURE 17: Sections near the �xed point p

sections �0 and �1 transverse to � and su�-

ciently close to p that the linear analysis below

provides a close estimate of the return map. The

surface �0 is bisected by W s(p) into upper (�+
0 )

and lower (��0 ) halves. Construct a cylindrical

coordinate system having origin at p and with

�0 at constant r and �1 at constant z = � � 1

(this is the convention of [GH83] | one may just

as well choose �0 at constant � [GS84, Wig90]):

see Fig. 17. There are two partial return maps:

�0 : �+
0 ! �1, which is concentrated near p,

and �1 : �1 ! �0, which follows along �. By

taking �0 and �1 close enough to p, one can de-

rive a valid approximation for the ow near p by

assuming linear behavior:

r(t) = r0e
��st

�(t) = �0 + !t (17)

z(t) = z0e
�ut:

By solving z(T ) = � for T , we obtain the return

time for hitting �1,

T (z) =
1

�u
log

�

z
: (18)

This gives an analytical expression for the return

map �0:

�0 : (r0; �; z) 7! (19) 
r0

�
�

z

��s=�u
; � +

!

�u
log

�
�

z

�
; �

!
:

By looking at a su�ciently small neighborhood

of � \ �1, one can assume that the return map

�1 is a�ne. Hence, there is an analytical ex-

pression for the full Poincar�e map given by com-

position of (19) with an a�ne map which ac-

curately describes the dynamics very close to

�. These equations have been analyzed repeat-

edly [Shi65, Shi70, GS84, GKN84]: we consider

a more geometric treatment based on these anal-

yses (cf. [ACT81]).

The action of �0 on a segment of constant � is

to stretch it and wrap it around � \ �1 in a

logarithmic spiral. Since z = 0 is on W s(p), the

image of �0(r; z) as z ! 0 approaches � \ �1.

This image is then mapped a�nely back to �0,

with �1(� \�1) = � \�0: see Fig. 17.

The idea behind the proof of Theorem 5 is to

examine the action of �1�0 on rectangular strips,

Bi = f(�; z) � �+
0 : ai � z � big; (20)

where the sequences faig and fbig satisfy ai <

bi < ai�1 and limi!1 ai = 0. For an appropri-

ate choice of numbers fai; big, it can be shown

[GH83, Wig88, Wig90] that the image of each

pair fBi [Bi+1g under �1�0 intersects Bi [Bi+1

in such a way as to form a hyperbolic horseshoe

(see e.g. Theorem 4.8.4 of [Wig90]): see Fig. 18.

These pairs form the horseshoes of Theorem 5.

Since these horseshoes are hyperbolic, we can

keep track of their stable and unstable folia-

tions. By collapsing one set of these foliations

and carefully following the embedding, we will

construct the embedded template. We proceed

in two steps, according to the two components

of the return map �1�0.

First, the action of the global map �1 is a�ne

and takes the image under �0 of the \horizon-

tal" Bi � �+
0 to a \vertical" strip in �0. Upon
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FIGURE 18: The action of �1 is a�ne

collapsing the contracting direction of the map

�0�1, each box Bi � �+
0 becomes a vertical in-

terval fai � z � big at a �xed r. Thus, the

collapsed Bi and Bi+1 boxes are disjoint within

�+
0 . Their images, however, are vertical lines

which cover �0; hence, the two strips are joined

together at a branch line.

Since �1 is a�ne, there is no additional folding.

Therefore, instead of collapsing the stable direc-

tion out to obtain a branch line in �+
0 , we can

propagate the branch line back via ��11 to de-

pict the joining of these strips within �1, as in

Fig. 19. The impact of �1 on the topology of

the suspension is encoded in the twist of � be-

tween �1 and �+
0 (see [CDF90, GW93] for de�-

nitions). For N a small tubular neighborhood of

� outside a small neighborhood of p, W s(p)\N

is a two-dimensional strip which, in between the

�xed planes �1 and �
+
0 may \twist" any number

of times about �. Since �1�0(Bi) transversally in-

tersects W s(p), the template will have this same

amount of twisting: see again Fig. 19. Given

a generic system with a Shil'nikov connection,

we cannot say exactly how close to p �0 and �1

must be chosen for the linear analysis to apply.

FIGURE 19: Along �, the template is a single

strip

Hence, we cannot calculate the precise twisting

due to the action of �1 outside the local neigh-

borhood pf p.

Secondly, the action of the local map, �0, is to

stretch Bi out along what was the z-direction

in �+
0 and compress Bi along what was the �-

direction. The image of �0(�
+
1 ) is a thin spi-

ral (imagine thickening Fig. 17). The image of

any consecutive pair Bi; Bi+1 appears as within a

folded strip, reminiscent of a horseshoe: see Fig.

20. As the box Bi � �+
1 ows through a neigh-

borhood of p to reach �1, it is wrapped around

� by an integer number of half-turns, such that

Bi+1 is wrapped around � with one more half-

turn than Bi: again, Fig. 20 is crucial in this

observation.

More speci�cally, the particular nature of the

winding which occurs near p is revealed by Eqn.

(17). As detailed in [Wig88, Wig90], the boxes
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FIGURE 20: A simple horseshoe

Bi can be chosen such that

ai = �e��i�
u=!: (21)

Hence,

�T � T (ai+1)� T (ai) (22)

=
1

�u

�
log

�

ai+1
� log

�

ai

�
= �;

and the action of the ow of Bi+1 from �+
0 to �1

is to wind about � in the � direction by an addi-

tional �, as compared to the motion of Bi. This

imparts an additional half-twist to the ensuing

template, as per Fig. 20.

Remark: the strips drawn in Fig. 20 have a small

amount of twisting; however, there is no guaran-

tee that the \topmost" Bi, which have the least

amount of twisting associated with them, sat-

isfy the hyperbolicity conditions. We only know

that for i (hence, twist) su�ciently large, pairs

of boxes Bi [Bi+1 form hyperbolic horseshoes.

We may now classify the types of horseshoe tem-

plates which may appear near �. For i some �xed

integer, consider the template formed by collaps-

ing the contracting directions of the ow of the

boxes Bi and Bi+1. In a neighborhood of p, the

strip corresponding to Bi (Bi+1) will wind about

� with i (i+ 1) half-twists. Then, the strips will

join together in �1: �nally, the strip of the tem-

plate will follow along � from �1 back to �0,

undergoing M half-twists, for some �xed M .

The template so obtained is a function of the

depth of the horseshoe, i, and the �xed global

twisting, M . Up to homeomorphism, there are

two template types, depending upon the parity

of � � i + M . The template H� is given as

in Fig. 21(a): for � even, this is homeomorphic

(though not isotopic!) to the standard horseshoe

template H = H0 (cf. Fig. 5). For any �, H�

is isotopic to H with an additional � half-twists

inserted after the branch line.

�

+1

�
top

(a) (b)

FIGURE 21: (a) the generalized horseshoe

template H� near �; (b) the spine sp(H�)

We stress that for a given system, the global

twisting M and the minimum depth i of a horse-

shoe are uncomputable; hence, one cannot con-

clude the rigorous existence of any particular H�

for a �xed system, but only for � greater than

some unknown lower bound. For example, one

cannot assume that the standard horseshoe tem-

plate H = H0 of x2 lives near �, since the mini-

mal local and global twisting may be nonzero.

From this, one might conclude that the prior

study of knots on H [HW85, Hol86, Hol89] is

unfruitful; however, a study of nonisotopic renor-

malizations of H reveals [GHS95] that for n suf-
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�ciently large, an isotopic copy of Hn exists as a

subtemplate of H (see also Prop. 15 of [GH93]).

In some sense, then, the simple template H con-

tains much (but not all!) of the topological com-

plexity of the full Shil'nikov spiral.

Additional issues concerning how knots on these

various horseshoes are linked about one another,

and even what a good de�nition of linking for

templates is, remain open questions. The anal-

ysis of this appendix is an initial survey of this

complicated structure in phase space.

The horseshoe templates H� which occur near �

are not terribly complicated, and can be easily

visualized as in Fig. 21. However, not all tem-

plates which we will encounter in this appendix

are so docile. We thus introduce a shorthand no-

tation for picturing a template, using the horse-

shoe templates as examples.

+1

+1

top

FIGURE 22: Integers in the boxes denote

twisting

Instead of representing a template T as a col-

lection of two-dimensional strips which join to-

gether at branch lines, we will collapse each strip

in the direction transverse to the semiow, leav-

ing the branch lines intact. This will reduce T to

a one-dimensional spine, sp(T ), which captures

most of the topological features of T . To encode

the twisting of various strips as well as to sim-

plify our notation, we will use \input-output"

boxes labeled with integers to denote twisting in

individual or in collections of strips: see Fig. 22.

We must also keep track of the order in which

joining strips overlap at a branch line. We do so

by pre-arranging the representation of T so that

strips entering a branch line from left to right

(or vice versa) overlap monotonically from top

to bottom: this will be represented by a (\top")

labeling of the incoming edges at a branch line

(see Fig. 21 or 22). Example: the template Z of

Proposition 2 and Fig. 15 appears in shorthand

form in Fig. 23.

+1

�1

top

top

FIGURE 23: The spine for the template Z

With this shorthand notation, the various horse-

shoes built from the Bi and Bi+1 boxes are dis-

played in Fig. 21(b).

We now carry this geometric construction one

step further. A careful analysis of the map �1�0,

details of which can be found in [Wig88, Wig90],

verify the following theorem:

Theorem 7 Under the hypotheses of Theorem

5, there exists, for every integer N > 1 an in-

variant set of the ow in a tubular neighborhood

of � which is conjugate to a full shift on N sym-

bols.

The proof is a (tedious) check of the so-called

Conley-Moser conditions [Wig90] on the boxes

fBk; Bk+1; : : : ; Bk+N�1g for k su�ciently large.

Geometrically, each Bi will ow near p according

to Eqn. (17) and twist about � with each succes-
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sive box Bi+1 incurring an additional half-twist

as compared to that of Bi.

The template which results from considering the

collection of boxes fBk; Bk+1; : : : ; Bk+N�1g is

quite complicated, and we will of necessity use

our shorthand notation. To simplify matters,

consider again the derivation of the standard

horseshoe template from Fig. 5. In the case of

a spiral homoclinic connection, the suspension

of the horseshoe map also appears, though with

a certain amount of additional twisting. In like

manner, the full N -shift appears as a suspended

\spiral N -shoe" (cf. [MT93]): a generalization

of the Smale horseshoe appearing in Fig. 24.

f

FIGURE 24: The spiral N -shoe (N = 6)

We will suspend this map directly and collapse a

stable foliation out to obtain a template, which

we will then embed in a neighborhood of the

�xed point. The stable and unstable foliations of

this map are again horizontal and vertical lines,

and the suspension can be easily visualized, as

was done in Fig. 5. Fig. 25 gives the spine of

the resulting template. It is an exercise for the

reader to con�rm that this spine follows from the

suspension. Hint: the action of the spiralN -shoe

is to perform N � 1 half-twists.

This local template model of the ow near a

spiral �xed point may then be connected with

a strip following �, inserting an unknown (M)

number of half-twists to account for the global

twisting along �. In addition, we cannot assume

that the box B0 is hyperbolic, as in Fig. 20: we

must \prune" away the �rst k strips for some k

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

top

FIGURE 25: The spiral N -shoe template (N =

6)

which depends upon the particular ow. Hav-

ing done this, we give the spine-form of the full

N -shift template which occurs near a single un-

knotted Shil'nikov homoclinic orbit in Fig. 26

(here N = 6).

Since certain features of the template in Fig. 26

are a priori uncomputable, general statements

concerning the knot and link structure of orbits

near � are di�cult to make. One might hope for

results similar to the case of the H�, in which

more complicated versions are contained as sub-

templates of simpler templates: this however is

beyond the scope of the present analysis. We

should further emphasize that the template of

Fig. 26 does not capture all the orbits near a

spiral homoclinic connection, but merely those

which live in a convenient hyperbolic subset of

the ow.

A.2 Symmetric spiral connections

When passing to a symmetric con�guration as

in Fig. 13, many of the problems involving addi-

tional twisting that one encounters in construct-

ing templates for single connections disappear.

This will allow us to conclude the existence of
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+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

k

M

top

FIGURE 26: The full N -shift template (N =

6) near �

the template Z , completing the proof of Propo-

sition 2.

Recall the order-two symmetries we consider,

given in Eqn. (13). We will begin with a

treatment of the symmetry 	 : (x; y; z) 7!

(�x;�y; z). In this case, we have an unknot-

ted heteroclinic cycle joining p to ~p � 	(p). We

have four di�erent \zones" which describe the

ow near the heteroclinic cycle: the ows in a

neighborhood of p and ~p, and in a tubular neigh-

borhood of � and ~� � 	(�).

The analysis of a pair of Shil'nikov connections

under the symmetry 	 proceeds as in the single-

spiral case: erect the Poincar�e sections �0 and

�1 as well as their images (~�0 and ~�1) under 	.

There are return maps,

�0 : �+
0 ! �1

�1 : �1 ! ~�0

~�0 = 	�0	 : ~�+
0 !

~�1 (23)

~�1 = 	�1	 : ~�1 ! �0:

The analysis of the ensuing return maps is iden-

tical, except that the full return map on �+
0 is

given as ~�1~�0�1�0.

Since the ow local to p and ~p is identical to

the single-spiral case, we may construct local N -

shift templates as per the previous section by

looking at the boxes fBig and their counterparts

f ~Big under 	. In this case, since there are two

�xed points near which the boxes are stretched

and folded, there will be two branch lines in the

induced templates. Again, the global connecting

maps �1 and ~�1 are a�ne, so we may represent

their contribution to the template as strips which

connect the template structures local to p and ~p.

As before, there will be some mandatory local

twisting of the boxes Bi (and their images under

	) which manifests itself as a minimal i for which

Bi forms a proper horseshoe. And in addition,

there will be a �xed number, M , of half-twists

along � from �1 to ~�0.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 27: (a) crossings under the symmetry

(x; y; z) 7! (�x;�y;�z) (b) crossings under the

symmetry (x; y; z) 7! (�x;�y;�z)

A key observation is this: because of the symme-

try 	, the crossing type (positive or negative) is

reversed under application of 	 (see Fig. 27 and

cf. Fig. 9). That is, if the M half-twists along �

are of positive sign, then the (precisely) M half-

twists along ~� are of negative sign. Similarly,

the local templates constructed near p reverse

all crossings at ~p. Hence, the coupled N -shift

template appears as in Fig. 28 (spine form). We

note again that one cannot a priori say what the

minimal k is such that the boxes Bk satisfy the

hyperbolicity requirements, or what M is.
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+k

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+M

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-k

-M

toptop

FIGURE 28: The coupled N -shift template

along � and 	(�)

We will manipulate this spine (and others) under

the following rules:

1. Even numbers of half-twists of opposite

signs cancel, without a�ecting any crossings

in between them.

2. A pair of odd half-twists of opposite signs

\ips" what lies between them.

3. An even number of half-twists commute

with all other braiding and twisting.

The interested reader may verify these state-

ments with a belt, or by studying the commu-

tator subgroup of the braid groups [Bir74].

Proposition 4 The template Z appears as a

subtemplate of the coupled N -shift template

(N � 2) for the 	-symmetric heteroclinic loop.

Proof: Given the template of Fig. 28, we will

construct our subtemplate by ignoring all but

four strips of the template. Consider again the

boxes Bi and ~Bi which collapse into the strips of

the template. Assume without loss of generality

that the global con�guration of � and ~� appears

as in Fig. 28: that is, there is a crossing of �

over ~� which is of positive sign. Then, for i su�-

ciently large to ensure hyperbolicity, choose the

boxes Bi, Bi+1, ~Bi+2, and ~Bi+3, where the par-

ity of i is opposite the parity of M . These boxes

are then collapsed into template strips and con-

nected to form a template with spine given in

Fig. 29(a). First, we \straighten-out" the tem-

plate, replacing the crossing with two half-twists,

as per Fig. 29(b). This o�sets the di�erence

in +i and �i � 2. Next, the twisting due to

M and �i (�M and i resp.) is consolidated

in Fig. 29(c). Since M and i are of opposite

parity, M � i = 2n + 1 for some n. Likewise,

i�M = �2n�1, and the even numbers of twists

cancel completely. The remaining +1 and �1

twists cancel, \ipping" a portion of the spine,

yielding Fig. 29(d). This is the precisely the

spine for Z as displayed in Fig. 23. 2

+1-1

-i-2 +i

toptop

+M-M

+M

top

top

+1

-1

-M

2

+i

-i-2

-1

-i+M

+1

i-M

top

top

top

top

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

+1

-1

FIGURE 29: A reduction to the template Z

Remark: of course, there are a countable in�nity

of disjoint copies of Z living within this con�gu-

ration, obtained by choosing i arbitrarily high.

The use of symmetry to cancel twisting is of

great assistance here.

Next, we consider the symmetry 	 : (x; y; z) 7!

(�x;�y;�z) associated with either the double-
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homoclinic or the heteroclinic con�gurations (see

Fig. 13). The analysis for this case is quite

similar to that of the previous symmetric case

| the Poincar�e sections �0 and �1, along with

their images under 	, are erected and local and

global return maps are derived. The interested

reader may �nd more complete constructions in

[Wig88, Tre84]. Note that, in the double ho-

moclinic case, we are \ignoring" the additional

interactions between the maps and considering

only that portion of the ow which alternates be-

tween following the connections � and ~� = 	(�).

We will treat this issue shortly.

As before, we use the model for a local N -shift

template at a spiral �xed point (see Fig. 26) and

connect the ends along the global connections

in order to obtain a full template for the ow.

The only di�erence between this con�guration

and the one of the previous case is the placement

of the local spiral template | whether or not to

\ip it over". Fig. 30 gives the coupled N -shift

template for the spiral con�gurations under 	.

Again, we call the reader's attention to the fact

that there exist �M half-twists along � and ~�,

and that there is some mandatory local twisting,

given by the smallest i such thatBi is hyperbolic.

Proposition 5 The template Z appears as a

subtemplate of the coupled N -shift template

(N � 2) for the 	-symmetric double-homoclinic

or heteroclinic loop.

Proof: As in Proposition 4, we ignore all but four

boxes. In this case, choose Bi, Bi+1, and their

images under 	: ~Bi and ~Bi+1. Choose i so that

it is su�ciently large and has the same parity

as M . Then Fig. 31(a) gives the subtemplate

formed by these strips, which is \straightened-

out" in Fig. 31(b). Note that, since i and M

are of the same parity, they coalesce to form an

even number of twists, as displayed in Fig. 31(b).

Since even numbers of twists cancel, we are left

with Fig. 31(d), which is the spine for Z . 2

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-k

top

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+k

top
+M

-M

FIGURE 30: The coupled N -shift template

along � and 	(�)

This concludes the proof of Proposition 2, which

is used to show the existence of (apparently)

simple structures in phase space which force all

knots and links.

We conclude with one last template classi�ca-

tion. In the symmetric con�guration in which

there is a double homoclinic connection at p =

	(p), the return maps are \entwined": that is,

�0 acts on all of �0, and not just �+
0 (the same

holds for ~�0 and ~�0). The maps �0 and ~�0 are

discontinuous maps which act as follows:

�0 :
�+
0 ! �1

��0 !
~�1

~�0 :
~�+
0 !

~�1

~��0 ! �1
(24)

�1 : �1 ! �0

~�1 : ~�1 ! ~�0:
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+i

-i

+M

-M

+1

-1

top

top

+M

+i

+1

-1

-i

-M

top

top

+1

-1

top

top

+i+M

-i-M

+1

-1

top

top

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 31: A reduction to the template Z

The linear approximation to the ow near p is

the same as in the single spiral case previously

examined; however, the geometry of the mixing

of the ow near � and ~� in a neighborhood of

p is extremely complicated. We leave the reader

with the spine of one last template, formed from

looking at boxes fBig in each of the four half-

planes �0+;�
�

0 ;
~�+
0 , and

~��0 . Fig. 32 exhibits

the complicated structure.

+1

+1

+1

+k

top

+M

-M

-1

-1

-1

-k

top

FIGURE 32: The full template for a double-

spiral homoclinic con�guration
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